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DID YOU KNOW THAT ....

The Gemara (Kidushin 13b) seeks to establish the source for a
woman to be free to remarry upon the death of her husband, since
the Torah only mentions that a Get frees her. Tosafos suggests that
if Get permits her to marry anyone else except for her husband’s
brother, and the husband’s death permits her to marry even her
husband’s brother (if there were no children), then that death
should certainly permit her to remarry anyone else as well.
However some Meforshim point out that deriving kgcv ,,hn from
the way it operates for Yibum has a drawback – perhaps it only
frees her if they had no children. A source would still be needed
where the husband died leaving behind children. This same
distinction could apply to the suggestion of the Shoel U’Maishiv
(3:3:36) that kgcv ,,hn be derived from the case of a Bas Kohen
who married a non-Kohen. The Torah states that if the non-Kohen
husband dies, the Bas Kohen widow may return to her father’s
home and resume eating Terumah as part of the family, which she
was not permitted to do while still married. Clearly her marriage
connection was gone. However, here too the Torah states as a
condition “vk iht grzu” – she had no children from her deceased
husband. As such, this too would not be a source for kgcv ,,hn to
free a woman to remarry if they had children. A similar rebuttal
could be made to the suggestion that kgcv ,,hn frees a wife from
Avram’s words: uhjh l,utu h,ut udrvu – they [the Egyptians] will
kill me and let you live, ostensibly because once Avram was dead,
Sarai would be free of the marriage and available to Pharaoh. But
here too, Avram and Sarai had no children.

The Gemara (Bava Metzia 24a) states that one who saves
something that was seized by a lion or bear is permitted to keep it,
as its owner has certainly despaired of recovering it, known as
auth. The Gemara (Bava Kamma 116a) relates that Rav Safra was
traveling with a caravan, and a lion followed it, thus scaring away
any other threatening beasts (or people). In appreciation, each
member of the caravan “donated” a donkey to the lion each night,
which it ate. When it was Rav Safra’s turn, the lion did not eat the
donkey, and Rav Safra hurried to reacquire his donkey in the
morning. The Gemara asks why Rav Safra did so, since he had
only made his donkey repv (ownerless) to the lion, and not to
anyone else. Tosafos distinguishes the two cases based on their
facts, since Rav Safra’s lion did not seize anyone’s donkey, and
may not have been hungry that night. The Nesivos (n”uj 226:3)
suggests that a fundamental difference between auth and repv is
that auth is not effective until the object is in someone else’s
hands. Thus, if after auth, the owner comes upon his item, he need
not re-acquire it. But after repv, it is ownerless, and even the
original owner must also re-acquire it. The Dvar Avraham (1:10)
considers what effect auchf (conquering) has on the belongings of
the conquered people. Does the act of auchf effectuate a kinyan to
acquire those belongings, or more likely does it only relieve the
conqueror of the stigma of theft if he should decide to make a
kinyan and acquire those belongings ? Perhaps this is why the
king of Sodom told Avram: lk je aufrvu, encouraging Avram to
make a kinyan on the conquered belongings, since je implies
kinyan (vjhe vjhe) and clearly the king of Sodom had despaired
May a teacher ask a student to disclose which of the students did of ever recovering his wealth when conquered by the 4 kings.
Since auth is not effective until someone else makes a kinyan of
something improper ?
acquisition, it would be necessary for Avram to do so.

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:

(May/must one rebuke someone who reportedly damaged another ?)

If one becomes reliably aware that Ploni damaged or aggravated
another and did not appease him, one should investigate and if it
is true, one should rebuke Ploni. This is only if one heard the story
publicly or knows that Ploni was warned beforehand and did not
comply. If the damage has not yet occurred, one may warn the
intended victim and say “I heard …”, and/or enlist others to do so.

DIN'S CORNER:

During the first Parsha of Krias Shema, one may not make any
unrelated movements or motions with his eyes, lips or hands, even
if he stopped saying the words briefly. This includes mitzvos such
as giving Tzedaka or rising for a Talmid Chochom. However, one
may do whatever is necessary to enhance or increase his Kavanah,
such as to shush those making noise or to fix his Talis etc.. During
the second or third Parshios, one may engage in a mitzvah,
provided he does not lose concentration. (Piskei Teshuvos 63:6:6)

P.S.Please note the earlier Mincha on Sunday after the clock change.
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